
Tennis Whites 
FD018: 

Our most popular 
white. A whisper  
of warmth that 

always looks bright 
and crisp.

 Infinity 
W016:  

A sunlit white filled 
with optimism.

 

Vows 
W009: 

A perfect neutral 
white with no 

undertones. Works 
well with all colours.

 

Handkerchief
ND033:

A beautiful white 
with a hint of grey. 
Looks fabulous with 

all the trending  
grey hues.

 Black Tie 
CD050: 

Every room needs 
a little black. Black 

Tie is softened, 
dramatic, and 
sophisticated.

Hotelware 
FD046: 

A fresh blue/white 
that works well with 

cool colours.

Best Trim Colours

Beauti-Tone 
Designer 
Series Trim and 
Door paint is 
available in a 
beautiful silk 
finish that looks 
truly amazing on trim. It’s 
formulated with urethane for 
a tough, stain resistant finish.
• 1858-600

Remember your fifth wall . . . your ceiling! Paint the ceiling the same colour as your 
trim with a Designer Series matte finish. The result is a more harmonious mood in the room.

Perfect Selecting the perfect colour to 
paint your trim is easy if you follow 
this simple design tip:

PAINT IT

Trim should be painted in a contrasting colour to the wall if the trim is outstanding and 
you want to showcase its detail. If the trim is ordinary, the opposite works. You may want 
to paint the trim the same colour as the wall so the trim disappears, allowing your eye to 
move to a more attractive feature in the room.

White is the traditional paint colour for contrast; however, not all whites are created 
equal. Look for the white’s undertone, which can be warm or cool, yellow, green, grey, 
pink, purple, or blue. If you pair a yellow (warm) wall with a grey (cool) white undertone, 
the white will look dirty. The safe choice is to pair a warm wall colour with a warm white 
undertone.

 Instead of painting trim white for contrast, try a soft black. The look is dramatic.

Best Trim Colours


